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  Cut and paste the pictures to the matching word. 



Write    ai    to complete the words  below. Color only the
pictures that rhyme with the word 'snail'.



Write the name of each picture using the word bank below.  



Circle the word with the short 'e' sound and underline the word with the
long 'e' in each sentence.

1. Meg will eat meat.

2. I have three peas and ten pens.

3. She likes to read a book on the bed.

4. He sleeps in the tent.

5. The tree has green and yellow leaves.

6. The hen is on the seat.

7. The feet of the pets are big.

Circle the correct sentence that  matches each picture.

A seal plays with a ball.

A seal sleeps on a rock.
  They will talk and read. 

     They will eat and have tea. 

I dream of a boat.
I love to swim in the sea.

  Her teeth are clean. 

       Her teeth are dirty. 



 bed 

 bead 

hean 

hen 

vest 

veast 

 peas 

  pet 

mean 

men 

whet 

wheat 

 stem 

 steam 

three 

tree 

read 

red 

Write the name of each picture below using the words in the box. 

 

  _____________ ________________    _____________ ______________     _____________ 

  _____________ ________________    _____________ ______________     _____________ 

  _____________ ________________    _____________ ______________     _____________ 

  _____________ ________________    _____________ ______________     _____________ 

  _____________ ________________    _____________ ______________     _____________ 

  _____________ ________________    _____________ ______________     _____________ 

Circle the correct name of the picture.

 dress  vet leg well ten 

 sleep  leak   seat  seed  heel 



Write S if the word has a short 'e' sound and write L if the word has a long 'e' sound. 

1. bed -  ___ 6. peas - ___

2. bee -  ___ 7. heel - ___

3. hen - ___ 8. peg - ___

4. seal - ___ 9. deer - ___

5. tree - ___ 10. pet - ___

Match each picture to the correct word. 

pen  beads 

jet  tree 

sled  peel 

bell  read 

nest wheel 

shell beak 

net feet 















































Cross out the wordin each box, that does not rhyme with the others. 

ten 

men 

bed 

pen 

hen 

beg 

leg 

peg 

net 

fed 

pet 

vet 

bed 

fed 

wed 

well 

bell 

set 

well 

sell 

read 

seat 

bead 

bee 

tree 

peel 

teen 

wheel 

heel 

team 

beak 

leak 

seal 

wheat 

seat 

Match the words that have the same ending sound.

   hen    peg  

   pet    fed 

   leg   ten 

   red   met 

  read    steam  

  team    bead 

  peak    heel 

  peel    leak 

Sort the words according to their ending sound. Write it under the correct 

column. 

 hen  keg met    led peel  see   read meat 

 jet  fed  men    beg lead  heel  heat  bee  

-eg -et -en -ed 

-ee -eel -eat -ead 












